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ABSTRACT

Aims. We introduce a novel sub-resolution prescription to correct for the unresolved dynamical friction onto black holes (BHs) in
cosmological simulations, to describe BH dynamics accurately and to overcome spurious motions induced by numerical effects.
Methods. We implement a sub-resolution prescription for the unresolved dynamical friction onto BHs in the OpenGadget3 code. We
carry out cosmological simulations of a volume of 16 cMpc3 and zoom-ins of a galaxy group and of a galaxy cluster. The advantages of
our new technique are assessed in comparison to commonly adopted methods to hamper spurious BH displacements, i.e. repositioning
onto a local minimum of the gravitational potential and ad-hoc boosting of the BH particle dynamical mass. We inspect variations in
BH demography in terms of offset to the host sub-halo centers, wandering population of BHs, BH-BH merger rates, and occupation
fraction of sub-halos. We also analyze in detail the impact of the different prescriptions on individual events of BH interactions.
Results. The newly-introduced dynamical friction correction provides centering of BHs on host halos which is at least comparable
with the other techniques, becoming gradually more effective as the redshift decreases. It predicts half as many merger events with
respect to the repositioning prescription, with the advantage of being less prone to leave sub-structures without any central BH.
Simulations featuring our dynamical friction prescription produce a smaller (by up to ∼ 50% with respect to repositioning) population
of wandering BHs and final BH masses in good agreement with observations. As for individual BH-BH interactions, our dynamical
friction model captures the gradual inspiraling of orbits before the merger occurs. By contrast, the repositioning scheme, in its most
classical renditions considered here, describes extremely fast mergers, while the dynamical mass misrepresents the black holes’
dynamics, introducing numerical scattering between the orbiting BHs.
Conclusions. Given its performances in describing the centering of BHs within host galaxies and the orbiting of BH pair before
their merging, our dynamical friction correction opens interesting applications for an accurate description of the evolution of BH
demography within cosmological simulations of galaxy formation at different cosmic epochs and within different environments.

1. Introduction

Supermassive black holes (SMBHs) reside at the center of mas-
sive galaxies and are considered to affect their evolution pro-
foundly. Numerous studies provided evidence of relations be-
tween the SMBH mass and properties of the host galaxies (e.g.
Kormendy et al. 1993; Magorrian et al. 1998; Ferrarese & Mer-
ritt 2000; Gebhardt et al. 2000; Merritt & Ferrarese 2000; Fer-
rarese et al. 2001; Haering & Rix 2004; Gultekin et al. 2009;
Graham & Driver 2007; McConnell & Ma 2013; Gaspari et al.
2019). The most widely accepted explanation is that during
SMBH growth by gas accretion, a small fraction of the enor-
mous amount of the released gravitational energy couples with
the surrounding environment, regulating the galaxy star forma-
tion via various possible mechanisms (e.g. Silk & Rees 1998;
Granato et al. 2004; Hopkins et al. 2005; Bower et al. 2006; Cat-
taneo et al. 2009; Gitti et al. 2012).

Given the influence the SMBHs play in shaping the environ-
ment where they reside, it is essential to trace their dynamics
correctly. In fact, massive BHs are thought to be formed at some
early epochs through mechanisms ranging from direct collapse
of primodial gas clouds or as the end stage of very massive Popu-
lation III stars (e.g. Bromm & Loeb 2003; Volonteri & Bellovary
2012; Mayer & Bonoli 2018), and to subsequently grow in the
dense cores of galaxies. Nonetheless, recent studies have con-
sistently shown cases of SMBHs exhibiting substantial displace-
ments from their host galaxies (e.g. Webb et al. 2012; Menezes
et al. 2014; Combes et al. 2019; Reines et al. 2020). The dy-
namical behaviour of SMBHs is significantly affected by the
dynamical friction (DF) force (Chandrasekhar 1943; Binney &
Tremaine 2008), exerted by the matter distribution surrounding
them. This drag force in general prevents SMBHs from escaping
the centers of the host galaxies, is responsible to migrate BHs
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to the galaxy centers, and drives the initial stages of the merger
event between two SMBHs, ultimately leading to the formation
of a close pair (Begelman et al. 1980).

Cosmological simulations represent ideal tools to follow the
evolution of structures given the highly non-linear astrophysi-
cal phenomena governing the interactions of baryonic matter, in-
cluding gas and stars, in addition to dark matter (DM). N-body
simulations describe the gravitational instability of a collision-
less fluid which is sampled by a discrete set of "macro particles"
(e.g. Borgani & Kravtsov 2011; Springel 2016, for reviews). For
this reason, tracking orbits of single collisionless particles has
little physical relevance, since what matters is their ensemble
properties. A BH particle, on the other hand, is introduced in
cosmological simulations as an individual collisionless particle
which has a specific physical meaning and whose presence is
capable to significantly impact on the global properties of the
galaxy it belongs to. Unlike the surrounding macro-particles,
BHs are not entities whose motion can be interpreted solely on a
global scale. Instead, their motion mirrors the effective motion of
an astrophysical object. The contrast between the nature of BHs
in these simulations and the interpretation given to surrounding
particles presents a primary conceptual obstacle when tracking
the trajectories of BH particles. Specifically, scattering interac-
tions between a BH and surrounding particles can "heat" the BH
orbit. A spurious, numerical displacement of a BH from the cen-
ter of the host galaxy is a major consequence of this "heating",
which can eventually lead to the formation of unwanted "wan-
dering" BHs. Furthermore, it also means a poor predicting capa-
bility of describing BH-BH merger events, ultimately leading to
an incorrect description of AGN feedback, which in turn strongly
affects the predictions of the simulations. For instance, Ragone-
Figueroa et al. (2018) found that a better centring of the SMBH
within the host galaxy in cluster simulations was the key to pre-
dict masses of the Brightest Cluster Galaxies (BCGs) in good
agreement with observations, which instead were overpredicted
by a factor of a few in their previous work (Ragone-Figueroa
et al. 2013).

These issues stem from numerical simulations failing to re-
cover the DF force.

Since the magnitude of DF drag depends on the interactions
between BHs and the surrounding particles, any limitation in re-
constructing the correct gravitational interactions at the N-body
resolution level results in an inaccurate representation of this ef-
fect. In this context, our first query in this paper is whether it is
feasible to introduce a correction to the gravitational acceleration
provided by the N-body solver that accounts for the unresolved
DF.

Instead of relying on some numerical tricks to control the
dynamics of the BHs, e.g. by artificially repositioning the BHs
at the position of a local minimum of the gravitational poten-
tial (Springel et al. 2005b; Di Matteo et al. 2008; Sijacki et al.
2015; Davé et al. 2019; Ragone-Figueroa et al. 2018; Bassini
et al. 2019; Bahé et al. 2022), or using a boosted dynamical
mass to enhance the effect of the resolved DF (DeBuhr et al.
2011; Bassini et al. 2020), some authors have already suggested
addressing this problem by introducing an explicit correction
for the unresolved DF (Hirschmann et al. 2014; Tremmel et al.
2015; Bird et al. 2022; Chen et al. 2022; Ma et al. 2023). For
instance, Hirschmann et al. (2014) proposed the application of
a DF correction given by the Chandrasekhar DF formula, which
is contributed by all the particles within the half-mass radius of
the substructure hosting the BH. Besides, Tremmel et al. (2015)
stated that, under the hypotheses of a sufficient shallow poten-
tial surrounding the BH, only unresolved interactions within the

softening length need correction. Still, Chen et al. (2022) pro-
posed that the application the DF correction should be coupled
with a boosted dynamical mass, to account for those cases in
which a BH has a rather small mass, close to its value at seed-
ing, and it is located in a poorly resolved halo. The absence of a
consensus on the possibility, use and actual computation of a DF
correction to improve the description of the dynamics of BHs in
cosmological simulations motivates this study.

In this paper, we propose a novel implementation of DF cor-
rection, that we implement in the OpenGadget3 code for cos-
mological N-body and hydrodynamical simulations. In this im-
plementation, a correction to DF force is computed by explicitly
accounting for the contributions of numerical particles whose
gravitational interactions with a BH particle, as provided by the
N-body solution, are directly affected by force softening. As we
will extensively discuss in the following, the primary benefit of
our approach is that it is less affected by the assumptions on
which the derivation of the Chandrasekhar DF formula is based.
In more detail, we aim to address the following questions: Does
our approach provide a adequate description of the DF force act-
ing on BHs? How does it compare against the other numerical
ah-hoc prescriptions (i.e., repositioning, dynamical mass) intro-
duced to mimic DF’s effect on BH particles? To answer these
questions, we will simulate a group-sized and a cluster-sized ha-
los, with initial conditions from the DIANOGA set (Bonafede et al.
2011; Bassini et al. 2019, 2020), along with a cosmological box
having a comoving size of 16 cMpc a side. The simulations have
been carried out three times, maintaining identical settings for all
parameters, except for the sub-resolution prescription governing
BH dynamics: continuous repositioning on a local potential min-
imum, boosted dynamical mass, and our novel model to correct
unresolved dynamical friction. This approach will enable us not
only to focus on systems densely populated and rich in interac-
tions, such as galaxy clusters and groups but also to undertake a
statistical analysis of the BH population in a cosmological vol-
ume.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 we present the
new DF model and compare it with both previous DF correc-
tions and numerical prescriptions to constrain the BH dynamics.
In Sect. 3 we present the implementation of this model in the
OpenGadget3 code of the description of the SMBH evolution
and of the ensuing AGN feedback. After introducing the details
of our test simulations in Sect. 4, we present in Sect. 5 the results
of our analysis of the general properties of the SMBH popula-
tion. Sect. 6 will "zoom" on single BHs and merger episodes, by
comparing in details the small-scale effect of our sub-resolution
model of DF.

2. Dynamics of black-hole particles

Due to the finite mass and force resolution of cosmological simu-
lations, the effect of DF exerted on a BH particle by surrounding
particles is always underestimated and, in general, subject to dis-
creteness noise. Such limitations can lead to a grossly incorrect
description of the orbits of BH particles, which leads in turn to
an incorrect description of the ensuing AGN feedback and of the
predictions on the SMBH population.

In this section, we will present different approaches, includ-
ing our new one, that have been introduced to overcome this
limitation. In Sect. 2.1, we present our new description of a cor-
rection to the gravitational acceleration to account for the unre-
solved DF. Previous works already proposed approaches to cor-
rect DF for finite-resolution effects, and some details of our im-
plementation revisit their arguments. For this reason, we high-
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light in Sect. 2.2 the conceptual differences between our method
and such previous approaches proposed in the literature. Finally,
Sect. 2.2.1 and Sect. 2.2.2 describe other methods, based on ad-
hoc prescriptions, to correct BH dynamics for the unresolved DF.

2.1. A new prescription for dynamical friction

To clearly describe in detail the DF correction proposed in this
work, we review the basic steps of the DF expression origi-
nally derived by Chandrasekhar (1943), which holds under the
assumption of specific hypotheses. The starting point is a sys-
tem of two particles moving on a Keplerian orbit around each
other. The velocity variation ∆vM of a particle of mass M caused
by the interaction with another particle of mass m and velocity v
can be expressed in terms of their impact parameter b and rela-
tive velocity, v0 = v−vM, when the two particles were initially at
large distance. The components of ∆vM parallel and perpendicu-
lar to the direction of v0 can be expressed as (Binney & Tremaine
2008):

|∆vM|∥ =
2m|v0|

(M + m)

[
1 +

b2|v0|
4

G2(M + m)2

]−1

; (1)

|∆vM|⊥ =
2mb|v0|

3

G(M + m)2

[
1 +

b2|v0|
4

G(M + m)2

]−1

. (2)

If the particle M moves in a "sea" of particles of mass m, then
the DF force acting on the former arises as the sum of the con-
tributions of the velocity variations given by eqs. (1) and (2),
due to the interactions with all the surrounding particles. In the
derivation by Binney & Tremaine (2008), the mass m of the "sea"
particles is assumed to be the same for all such particles. Un-
der the assumption that the distribution of particles is uniform
around the BH, the perpendicular contributions of Eq. (2) sum
to zero. The rate of encounters having impact parameter in the
range [b, b + db] is then given by: 2π b db |∆vM |∥ f (v)d3v, where
f (v) is the phase-space number density of stars. Integrating this
rate over the impact parameter from 0 to bmax

1, we have that the
DF force acting on a BH of mass M from particles having mass
m and velocities in the range (v, v + d3v) is:

dvM

dt

∣∣∣∣∣
v
= 2π ln

[
1 + Λ(m, v)2

]
G2m(M +m) f (v)d3v

(v − vM)
|v − vM|

3 , (3)

where:

Λ(m, v) =
bmax(v − vM)2

G(M + m)
. (4)

Here, bmax is the maximum impact parameter. In general, bmaxis
interpreted as the largest distance from the target BH particle,
which contains all the particles contributing to the DF exerted
on the BH itself. In the above expression, we have made explicit
the dependence of Λ on mass m and velocity v.

The maximum allowed value of the impact parameter should
in principle be set by the size of the system containing all the
particles contributing to the DF exerted on a BH particle. In fact,
different assumptions for the values of bmax have been introduced
in the literature, all having a degree of arbitrariness. In the next
1 In principle this integration should be performed from a minimum
value of the impact parameter equal to the Schwarzschild radius of the
BH. It is unnecessary to consider this contribution to derive an expres-
sion for our DF correction. Therefore, we will assume the minimum
value of b to be zero.

section, we will provide an extended comparison between dif-
ferent choices. As in Tremmel et al. (2015), we will assume bmax
to be given by the gravitational softening length of the BH par-
ticle, ϵBH, meaning that above such length, the N-body solver
is assumed to provide already a correct description of DF. In
the context of our simulations, the BH is surrounded by parti-
cles which trace the underlying continuous density field. Each of
these particles has its mass, mi, and its velocity vm,i. The phase-
space number density of particles surrounding the BH can be
then expressed as a sum of delta-functions, each with a mass mi
and a velocity vm,i:

f (v) =
3

4πϵBH
3

N(<ϵBH)∑
i=1

δ(v − vm,i) , (5)

where the sum is over all the N(< ϵBH) particles lying at a dis-
tance from the BH smaller than its gravitational softening scale.
In the simulations performed in this work, we only use DM and
star particles to compute the correction to DF, while we defer to
a forthcoming analysis the inclusion of gas particles (see for ex-
ample Dubois et al. 2014). Using Eqs. (3) and (5), we can then
derive the total DF force term, by integrating over the surround-
ing particles’ velocities:

dvM

dt
=

3
2ϵBH

3

N(ϵ)∑
i=1

ln
[
1 + Λ(mi)2

]
mi(M + mi)

(vm,i − vM)
|vm,i − vM|

3 . (6)

The gravitational acceleration of the BH is then corrected
by the DF acceleration adf given by Eq. (6), so that the total
acceleration acting on a single BH particle is:

aBH = ag + adf . (7)

where ag is the acceleration provided by the N-body solver. It
is important to remark that the DF correction hence obtained is
a contribution correcting for the softened interactions between
the BH and the surrounding particles, but not for the absence of
information on the sub-softening structure of phase-space. This
approach for the computation of the DF correction presents some
advantages with respect to the models proposed in the literature.
We will discuss this in the next section, providing an overview
of the implementations adopted nowadays and underlining their
differences with our approach.

2.2. Previous approaches

Correcting the unresolved DF force acting on BH particles using
a physically motivated approach instead of resorting to ad-hoc
prescriptions is clearly highly desirable. This is the reason why,
the implementation of a correction of the DF force acting on
BH particles, based on the original derivation by Chandrasekhar
(1943), has been explored in various studies since the very first
implementations (e.g., Hirschmann et al. 2014, Tremmel et al.
2015). A common aspect of all such approaches is that they start
from Eq. (3), and implicitly assume that the BH is surrounded
by a homogeneous and infinite distribution of particles all hav-
ing the same mass. However, different approaches make differ-
ent assumptions of the physical size of the region where to cor-
rect for the unresolved DF, i.e. on the actual value of bmax. For
instance, in the work by Hirschmann et al. (2014), bmax is de-
fined as the typical size of the system hosting the BH and, as
such, it is set to the half-mass radius of the sub-halo2. On the
2 This parametrization required an on-the-fly execution of the
SubFind algorithm (Springel et al. 2001a; Dolag et al. 2009) to iden-
tify the substructures hosting the BHs and to compute their half-mass
radius.
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other hand, Tremmel et al. (2015) argued that DF is correctly
computed by the N-body solver at scales larger than the grav-
itational softening length of the BH, ϵBH. Accordingly, a cor-
rection term to the DF should be added only on scales smaller
than ϵBH, so that bmax = ϵBH. In line with this approach, Pfister
et al. (2019) accounted for the DF force from particles within
a sphere centered on the BH position and with radius which is
a multiple of the adaptive grid mesh size on which the gravita-
tional force is computed (Teyssier 2002). Finally, the DF model
recently presented by Chen et al. (2022) and Bird et al. (2022)
assumes a constant value of bmax = 10h−1ckpc and 20 kpc, re-
spectively. As for the velocity distribution function of the sea
of particles around the BH, Hirschmann et al. (2014), Chen et al.
(2022) and Bird et al. (2022) adopt the same standard hypothesis,
originally formulated by Binney & Tremaine (2008), of a local
Maxwellian velocity distribution. Under the further hypothesis
that MBH ≫ m, where m is the mass of the particles around the
BH, the dynamical friction force FDF can be cast in the form

FDF = −4πρ
(
GMBH

vBH

)2

F(x) ln(Λ)̂vBH . (8)

Here ρ is the smoothed density at the position of the BH, con-
tributed by stellar and DM particles, using the BH smoothing
length. Furthermore, v̂BH is the versor of the BH velocity rela-
tive to the "sea" of surrounding particles, while

F(x) = erf(x) −
2x
√
π

e−x2
; x =

vBH

σv
, (9)

with σv the velocity dispersion of the surrounding particles. We
will assume that stars and DM particles exert a dynamical fric-
tion force on the BHs. Ostriker (1999) computed the contribution
to DF from gas, lately included in simulations as an additional
numerical corrective term by Chen et al. (2022). However, in
their analysis, Chen et al. (2022) found that the DF correction is
in fact dominated by the collisionless component.

Rather than assuming a specific expression for the velocity
distribution function of the particles around a BH, Tremmel et al.
(2015) proposed to incorporate the mass m of the surrounding
particles within the integral over velocities, thus moving the un-
certainty on the velocity distribution function to an uncertainty
on the mass density of the surrounding particles. The approach
by Tremmel et al. (2015) has been then applied also in Bellovary
et al. (2018). They found that the effect of DF correction is ef-
ficient for BHs having a mass at least three times larger than
that of the surrounding particles. This result justifies the choice
made by Chen et al. (2022) to include both a DF correction and a
boosted dynamical mass for BH particles (see Sect. 2.2.2 below).

Finally, a scheme that stands out from the others is the one
proposed by Ma et al. (2023). In their approach, a discrete N-
body correction, similar to the one proposed in this paper, is
taken into account, but still acting only on scales above the gravi-
tational force resolution of simulations. Differently from such an
approach, the model that we described in Sect. 2.1 explicitly in-
tends to correct for the interactions that take place below the BH
softening scale which, by definition, are not correctly described
by the N-body solver. In our approach, without any a-priori as-
sumption on the velocity dispersion of the surrounding particles,
BH motion correction arises from summing over the single con-
tributions of scattering events taking place below the softening
length. Consequently, each scattering particle will contribute to
the correction with its specific velocity and mass. In this sense,
our approach relaxes the approximation of negligible mass of
the particles belonging to the "sea", which is needed to derive
Eq. (8).

2.2.1. Repositioning BH particles

Among the major issues encountered when introducing BH par-
ticles in N-body simulations is that they can escape from the
centers of the host galaxies. One of the most widely used meth-
ods to avoid this consists of repositioning, at each time step, the
BH particle at the position of the most bound particle among
its neighbours. Different implementations of this method feature
different choices for the search radius. Moreover, such alterna-
tive implementations often adopt additional constrains (e.g., on
their relative velocity) for the selection of the neighbour parti-
cle on which to relocate the BH. In this way, the BH particle is
generally forced to remain at the centre of its host sub-halo (see
e.g. Di Matteo et al. 2008; Booth & Schaye 2009; Vogelsberger
et al. 2013; Sijacki et al. 2015; Schaye et al. 2014; Pillepich et al.
2017; Ragone-Figueroa et al. 2018; Bahé et al. 2022).

As pointed out by Tremmel et al. (2015), this method may
have major shortcomings during mergers or high-speed close en-
counters between galaxies. During a close encounter between
two galaxies, one of the two BHs may select the most bound
neighbour particle as a particle belonging to the other galaxy. In
this case, at the next time step the BH is suddenly and unphysi-
cally relocated to the neighbouring galaxy, thus leaving its origi-
nal host galaxy without a central BH. In addition, this BH, which
has typically moved to an outer region of the galaxy, will be
quickly repositioned closer to the centre of the new host galaxy,
where another BH is located, within a few time steps. In this
way, BH-BH mergers will become faster and more frequent.

To prevent the occurrence of these spurious behaviours, dif-
ferent definitions of the neighbours, over which to search for the
most bound particle, have been employed. The original radius
was set as the SPH smoothing radius of the BH particle, or some
kernel radius associated to a different hydro solver (e.g. Di Mat-
teo et al. 2008; Vogelsberger et al. 2013; Davé et al. 2019). Other
authors preferred to search the most bound particle within the
BH gravitational softening or a small multiple of it (e.g. Booth &
Schaye 2009; Schaye et al. 2014; Ragone-Figueroa et al. 2018)
because the smoothing length can be much larger, thus exacer-
bating the problem mentioned above.

A further condition usually introduced to search for the most
bound particle is that its velocity relative to the BH has to be
smaller than a threshold in the attempt to ensure that it belongs to
the same galaxy. The most commonly used threshold is a fraction
of the local sound speed, as originally introduced by Di Matteo
et al. (2008). However, Ragone-Figueroa et al. (2018) found that
this criterion is not effective, besides having a not-so-clear phys-
ical basis (see also Bahé et al. 2022). Their results improved by
imposing a maximum velocity of the order of the typical motions
of particles within galaxies, namely 100-200 km/s. These values
and the smaller search radius limited the unphysical transfer of
a BH to another galaxy in their zoom-in massive cluster simu-
lations since the typical orbital velocities of galaxies in clusters
are much larger. The choice of this limiting relative velocity be-
comes a parameter that should be tuned to the typical merger
events and the resolution of the simulation.

In the simulations presented in this work, we adopted a
version of the repositioning close to the original implementa-
tion, where the most bound neighbour particle is selected within
the SPH smoothing length, provided that its relative velocity is
smaller than 25 % of the local sound speed.

We emphasize that the main purpose of our analysis is to
highlight the potential dangers in the use of an ad-hoc reposi-
tioning model.
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2.2.2. Boosting the dynamical mass

An alternative approach to account for the limited mass resolu-
tion when the mass of the BH particles is close to its seeding
mass is to increase the BH dynamical mass at seeding artifi-
cially. In this approach, once seeded, two different masses are
assigned to the BH: the real mass, mr, which grows continuously
by the Eddington-limited Bondi-like prescription (see Sect. 3.2.2
below), and the dynamical mass, md, which enters in the com-
putation of gravitational force. At seeding, the latter is set at a
relatively large value, typically equal to the mass of DM parti-
cles, while the former is a few orders of magnitude smaller. As
long as mr < md, the value of md does not increase by gas accre-
tion, which only affects the value of mr. Once mr ≥ md, the real
mass increases in a continuous way, while the dynamical mass
increases according to a stochastic prescription for the swallow-
ing of neighbour gas particles (e.g. Springel et al. 2005a). From
then on, the two masses remain similar, differing only because
of the stochastic swallowing of gas particles.

This artificial boost of the BH dynamical mass at seeding is
intended to amplify the effect of the numerically resolved DF,
eventually preventing the BH from escaping the host halo soon
after it is seeded.

Clearly, also this method is prone to spurious effects. For in-
stance, Tremmel et al. (2015) pointed out that initializing the BH
mass to a value hundreds of times higher than its real value can
affect the mass of the host galaxy, thus unavoidably impacting
on its subsequent evolution.

In this Section, we reviewed the most commonly used tech-
niques to deal with BH dynamics, mainly to provide a back-
ground to the simulations presented in this work. We refer the
reader to Di Matteo (2023) for a more comprehensive discus-
sion.

3. Super-massive Black Holes in cosmological
simulations

In this section we discuss the description of SMBH evolution and
of the ensuing AGN feedback in our simulations. In Sect. 3.1 we
will briefly give an overview of the OpenGadget3 code, within
which we implemented our model to correct for unresolved DF.
Given the finite force and mass resolution of cosmological sim-
ulations, sub-resolution models are needed to describe the pro-
cesses of birth, accretion, and feedback of SMBHs. Furthermore,
the merger events between BH pairs cannot be followed down to
the final inspiraling of their orbits. Therefore, we need to include
also some criteria to establish when to merge two BHs. In Sect.
3.2 we review the approach to treat BHs in cosmological simu-
lations, by focusing on the seeding criterion (Sect. 3.2.1), on gas
accretion (Sect. 3.2.2), and on the conditions allowing BH-BH
mergers (Sect. 3.2.3).

3.1. The OpenGadget3 simulation code

Our simulations are based on the OpenGadget3 code (Dolag et
al., in preparation; see also Groth et al. 2023), which represents
an evolution of the GADGET-3 code (which, in turn, is an im-
provement of the previous GADGET-2 code by Springel 2005).
OpenGadget3 solves gravity with the Tree-PM method (see
also Ragagnin et al. 2016). In the simulations presented here, hy-
drodynamics is described by the SPH formulation presented by
Beck et al. (2016), which overcomes several of the limitations of
the original SPH formulation of GADGET-3.

OpenGadget3 is parallelized using a hybrid
MPI/OpenMP/OpenACC scheme (Ragagnin et al. 2020).
Adopting a limited number of MPI tasks per node allows
us to reduce the ”communication surface", while efficiently
using OpenMP inside a single shared-memory node. Load-
balancing is achieved using a domain decomposition based on
a space-filling Peano-Hilbert curve, whose fragmentation into
segments (each assigned to an MPI task) guarantees a very
good computational balance, at the expense of some memory
imbalance (Springel et al. 2005b).
OpenGadget3 includes a sub-resolution description of a

range of astrophysical processes relevant for the simulations
presented here: metallicity-dependent radiative cooling (e.g.
Wiersma et al. 2009), an effective model for star formation from
a sub-resolution description of the multi-phase structure of the
interstellar medium (Springel & Hernquist 2003), a model for
stellar evolution and chemical enrichment from AGB stars and
type-Ia and II supernovae (Tornatore et al. 2007; Bassini et al.
2020), and a model to follow the evolution of SMBHs and the
ensuing AGN feedback (see below for details). As for the latter,
we remind that the aim of this paper is to present an improved
implementation of a sub-resolution description of the effect of
DF on the dynamics of BH particles (see Sect. 2 for details).

3.2. Black holes in cosmological simulations

3.2.1. Black hole seeding

In our simulations, BHs are described by collisionless sink par-
ticles which are initially seeded within a halo hosting a "bona
fide" galaxy. The halo is identified through a Friend-of-Friend
(FoF) algorithm (with linking length equal to 0.2 times the mean
separation of DM particles). For a BH particle to be seeded, we
require the host halo to fulfill few conditions, so as to guaran-
tee that it is well resolved and that star formation already took
place within it. Following Hirschmann et al. (2014), we added to
the halo mass threshold criterion introduced by Springel et al.
(2005b) additional conditions for star and gas fraction of the
halo.

In detail, in the simulations presented in this work, the fol-
lowing seeding conditions must all be met: (i) the DM mass of
the halo exceeds the value of 6.94×1010 M⊙; (ii) the stellar mass
is at least 2 per cent of the total mass and 0.05 times the DM mass
of the halo; (iii) the gas mass reaches a value of 10 per cent of the
stellar mass; (vi) the halo does not contain any other BH parti-
cle. If a halo fulfils these conditions, the most bound star particle
of the halo is converted into a BH. The mass of a BH particle
at seeding, MBH,seed, is not fixed, but scales with the amount of
stars in the FoF group according to:

MBH,seed = M0
M∗,h

f∗ MDM,seed
, (10)

where M∗,h is the stellar mass assigned to a FoF halo, f∗ and
MDM,seed are the input parameters for the fraction of stellar mass
and the minimum DM mass for a FoF halo where to seed a BH,
respectively. As for M0, it is the minimum seeding mass of a BH
particle, when the seeding conditions are just met. In the sim-
ulations presented in this work, the mass of star particles (see
Sect.4 and Table 1 ) is larger than M0. Therefore, the assumption
that the BH mass is larger than the one of the surrounding ob-
jects, on which the derivation of the Chandrasekhar DF formula
is based, is not met at seeding due to limited mass resolution,
and for the above condition to hold BHs need to grow by a large
factor. Therefore, it is not surprising that, despite the initial BH
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position is at the location of the most bound particle, two-body
scatterings with neighboring particles can easily cause the BH to
be scattered outside its host galaxy.

3.2.2. Gas accretion onto BHs

During its evolution, the mass of a BH increases through two
channels: accretion of surrounding gas and merging with other
BHs. As for the former, we adopt the accretion model originally
implemented by Springel et al. (2005b). BH accretion rate is cal-
culated according to Bondi-Hoyle formula (Hoyle & Lyttleton
1939; Bondi & Hoyle 1944; Bondi 1952) as

ṀBondi =
4π2M2

BHαρ

(c2
s + v2)3/2 , (11)

where ρ and cs are the density and the sound speed of the sur-
rounding gas computed at the position of the BH particle, v is the
relative velocity of the BH with respect to the surrounding gas
particles, and α is a "boost" factor introduced to account for the
limited resolution with which gas density in the surroundings of
the BHs is reconstructed. Following Steinborn et al. (2015), we
distinguish between accretion from the hot (T > 105 K) and the
cold gas (T < 105 K), using α = 10 and α = 100 respectively for
the hot and the cold gas.

The accretion is always limited to the Eddington accretion
rate,

ṀEdd =
4πMBHmp

ηrσT c
, (12)

where mp is the proton mass, σT is the Thompson cross-section.
The parameter ηr is the radiative efficiency and represents the
fraction of the accreted rest-mass energy which is converted in
radiation (Novikov & Thorne 1973; Noble et al. 2011). In our
simulations, we use ηr = 0.1. In addition, we allowed the black
hole to swallow gas particles via stochastic accretion, as origi-
nally proposed by Springel et al. (2005b). Following Fabjan et al.
(2010), gas particles are not swallowed entirely, but are sliced
into three parts, so as to have a more continuous description of
stochastic accretion. In this way, we can assign to each BH two
masses that in general slightly differ: a "true" mass, which grows
in a continuous way according to the above Eddington-limited
Bondi-like accretion model, and a dynamical mass, which is var-
ied each time that a portion of a gas particle is stochastically
selected for the swallowing.

3.2.3. Mergers

The finite force resolution set by the gravitational softening sets
the scale below which gravitational interactions, including merg-
ers between BHs, cannot be properly followed. The simplest cri-
terion for defining when a BH-BH merging event occurs is to
impose a limiting BH-BH distance, dmerg, below which the two
BHs could immediately merge. In our simulations, we adopt a
value of dmerg = 5 · ϵBH. However, during fly-by encounters be-
tween galaxies, it could happen that this criterion produces an
unwanted behaviour, with the two BHs forced to merge, even if
their relative velocities are large enough to make them gravita-
tionally unbound. To circumvent this, we follow Di Matteo et al.
(2008) to include in our simulations the following criterion, that
should guarantee that the BHs are actually gravitationally bound:

|ΦBH1 − ΦBH2 |

a
< 0.5 · c2

s − v2
rel , (13)

where ΦBH1 ,ΦBH2 are the values of the gravitational potential at
the positions of the two merging black holes, cs is the local sound
speed, vrel their relative velocity and a is the scale factor, normal-
ized to unity at redshift z = 0. During a merger event involving
two BHs, the BH having a lower value of the potential swallows
the other BH. Consequently, after the merger, the surviving BH
retains its original position, while its mass increases by the mass
of the swallowed BH.

3.2.4. Feedback energy

As a BH accretes gas, it injects energy in the surrounding re-
gion and a fraction of the energy radiated during gas accretion
is thermally coupled in the form of feedback energy to the sur-
rounding medium (Wurster & Thacker 2013, for an extensive
comparison of different implementations of AGN feedback in
simulations). Within the simulations presented in this work, we
consider a purely thermal mechanism of feedback, whose energy
rate is calculated according to

Ė = ηrη f ṀBHc2 . (14)

In the above expression, ṀBH = min(ṀBondi, ṀEdd) is the BH
mass accretion rate, and η f is the fraction of the radiated energy
that is thermally coupled to the surrounding gas. Furthermore,
we emulate a transition between the radio and quasar mode
of BH feedback by varying the parameter η f , as described by
Sijacki & Springel (2006) and Fabjan et al. (2010). Whenever
the accretion rate of the BH is one-hundredth of the Edding-
ton limit, we increased the fraction of energy thermally coupled
with the surrounding gas by a factor of four. We adopt a value of
η f = 0.05 during the quasar mode, increasing to η f = 0.2 during
the radio mode.

For the seek of clarity, we summarize in Table 1 the infor-
mation on the force resolution and main characteristics of BH
model implemented in the simulations performed for this work,
which are described in the next section.

4. Simulations

To assess the performance of the novel DF correction and to
compare it with other prescriptions (Sect. 2.2), we carried out a
set of two zoom-in simulations (a group-sized and a cluster-sized
halo), and a cosmological box (with side length of 16 cMpc), all
at the same resolution. This allowed us to test the new implemen-
tation in different environments. All simulations are performed
assuming a ΛCDM cosmology with Ωm = 0.24, Ωb = 0.0375
for the total matter and baryon density parameters, h = 0.72 for
the Hubble parameter, ns = 0.96 for the primordial spectral in-
dex, σ8 = 0.8 for the power spectrum normalization. We report
in Table 2 a description of the main characteristics of these sim-
ulations. The selected zoom-in regions belong to the Dianoga
simulation set introduced by Bonafede et al. (2011) and Bassini
et al. (2020). We refer to such papers for a detailed description
of this set of zoom-in initial conditions for simulations of galaxy
clusters, as well as for details on the model of star formation
and chemical enrichment adopted. The D9 cluster has a mass
M200 ≃ 1.53 × 1014 M⊙ at z = 0, while the other refers to a
lower-mass group of M200 ≃ 1.38 × 1013 M⊙, namely Cl133.

3 We indicate with M200 the total mass contained within a sphere of
radius R200 which contains an overdensity equal to 200ρc(z), where
ρc(z) = 3H(z)2/8πG is the critical cosmic density at redshift z. In Table
2 we use the virial radius Rvir defined as the radius within which the
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Table 1: Summary of the relevant equations and parameters that characterize the sub-resolution model of BH evolution and AGN
feedback. See Sect.3 for additional details. Column 1: values of the masses of the different particle species in the high-resolution re-
gions of Dianoga clusters and Cosmobox: mDM, mgas and m∗, are the masses of DM, gas and star particles, respectively; ϵDM, ϵgas, ϵ∗,
and ϵBH are the Plummer-equivalent softening lengths of the different particle species. For BH, gas and star particles, the softenings
are fixed in comoving units. For DM particles, we fix the softening in comoving units until z = 2, and then in physical units until
z = 0. Column 2: criteria for BH seeding: MBH,seed is the seeding mass of a BH; M0 is the minimum BH mass seed; MDM,h, Mgas,h
and M∗,h are the halo masses in the DM, gaseous and stellar components; Mh is the total halo mass and Mh,seed is the minimum halo
mass required to seed a BH. Column 3: BH mass accretion rate: ṀBondi and ṀEdd are defined in Eqs.11, 12. Column 4: criteria for
BH-BH merging: ∆rBH is the distance between the merging BHs, dmerg is the minimum threshold distance required for merging,
ΦBH1 and ΦBH2 are the values of the gravitational potentials of the two BHs, vrel the module of their relative velocity, cs the local
sound speed and a is the scale factor. Column 5: expression of the rate of the feedback energy released by the BH and thermally
coupled to the surrounding gas; c is the light speed, ηr and ηf are the radiative and coupling efficiency, respectively.

Resolution Seeding Accretion Merger Feedback

Mass
mDM = 4.69 × 107 M⊙
mgas = 8.67 × 106 M⊙

m∗ = 8.7 × 106 M⊙

Force softening
ϵDM = 4.13 ckpc / 1.38 kpc

ϵgas = 1.38 ckpc
ϵ∗ = 0.35 ckpc
ϵBH = 0.35 ckpc

MBH,seed = M0
M∗,h

f∗MDM,seed

M0 = 2.7 × 105 M⊙

Mh,seed = 6.94 × 1010 M⊙

M∗,h
Mh
= 2%

M∗,h
MDM,h

= 5%

Mgas,h

M∗,h
= 10%

min(ṀBondi, ṀEdd)

Threshold distance:
∆rBH < dmerg

dmerg = 5 · ϵBH

Gravitationally bound:
|ΦBH1−ΦBH2 |

a < 0.5 · c2
s − v2

rel

Ėfeed = ηrηf ṀBHc2

ηr = 0.1

Quasar : ηf = 0.05

Radio: ηf = 0.2

Table 2: Set of the simulations. Column 1: simulation name; Col-
umn 2: method to account for unresolved DF; Column 3 and 4:
virial mass and virial radius, respectively, at z = 0, of the most
massive halo in the simulations.

Simulation Name Mvir [1013 M⊙] Rvir [kpc]

REPOS 1.27 610.89
Cl13 DYNMASS 1.26 609.33

DYNFRIC 1.26 609.75

REPOS 18.76 1497.17
D9 DYNMASS 19.02 1504.28

DYNFRIC 18.89 1499.24

REPOS 2.57 751.01
CosmoBox DYNMASS 2.58 751.55

DYNFRIC 2.65 760.15

Both objects have been simulated at the same mass and spatial
resolution (see Table 1).

As for the cosmological box, namely CosmoBox, it has been
simulated by adopting exactly the same cosmological model
and the same implementation of all physical processes as the
zoom-in simulations. For each initial condition of D9, Cl13, and
CosmoBox, we carried out three simulations using the same set-
tings while changing only the sub-resolution technique to cope
with the BH dynamics. We compared the repositioning scheme,
the adoption of a boosted dynamical mass and the new imple-

mean halo density corresponds to the prediction of spherical collapse
(e.g. Eke et al. 1996). Accordingly, the virial mass Mvir is the mass of a
sphere enclosed within a radius Rvir.

mentation of DF introduced in Sect.2. In the following sections,
we will refer to these schemes as, respectively, REPOS, DYNMASS
and DYNFRIC. Comparing the results of these simulations allows
us to assess the effect of our new implementation of DF with
respect to some previously adopted ad-hoc prescriptions to ac-
count for this effect.

In the following sections, we will present our results using
two different approaches. In Sect. 5, we will conduct a statisti-
cal analysis to show how the method to track BH orbits impacts
on the properties of their population. Sect. 6 is dedicated to the
study of the evolutionary dynamic histories of individual BHs,
comparing their path when they sink into the potential well of
the host sub-halos and during mergers when governed by differ-
ent sub-resolution prescriptions.

5. Properties of the BH population

The minimum aim of our DF model is to avoid spurious numeri-
cal effects that other methods may produce, as discussed in Sect.
2. Thus, in this Section, we analyse the overall properties of the
population of SMBHs in our simulation, focusing on the ability
of our DF model to: place and hold the BH at the center of the
host galaxies (Sect. 5.1), prevent BH particles from spuriously
wandering outside the host galaxies (Sect. 5.2), reproduce the
co-evolution of BHs and host galaxies (Sect. 5.4).

5.1. Centering the BHs within host galaxies

To assess the ability of each model to correctly locate the BHs at
the centre of the host sub-halos, we select all the main halos and
sub-halos having a BH within their DM half-mass radius (here-
after RHMS). Sub-halos are identified by the SubFind algorithm
(Springel et al. 2001b; Dolag et al. 2009) and are requested to
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feature at least 20 particles. In the zoom-in simulations, we ex-
cluded from the analysis all the halos that contain within their
R200 at least one low-resolution DM particle spuriously scattered
within the high-resolution region. We then calculated the dis-
tance between the (sub-)halo centers and the closest BH. Figure
1 shows the histogram of the probability density function (PDF)
of the number of (sub-)halos having a BH within their RHMS,
versus the distance ∆r from the associated BH. The sample of
sub-halos in Fig. 1 is obtained by summing up all the (sub-)halos
from D9, Cl13 and CosmoBox. In each column, we compare dif-
ferent prescriptions for BH dynamics with the DF model, shown
in blue, and we report the results at z = 3, 1 and 0, from top
to bottom. For reference, the dashed-dot vertical line marks the
value of the Plummer-equivalent softening length of BH parti-
cles. Not surprisingly, the REPOS prescription predicts sub-halos
that host generally well-centered BHs. This is the most consis-
tent advantage of the repositioning technique, as well as the most
predictable, since it explicitly forces the BHs to be relocated at
each time-step at the center of their host substructures. As for the
DYNMASS, it shows the less pronounced tail for higher distances
(∆r > 1 ckpc) at z = 3. In fact, at high redshift, the impact of
a large dynamical mass is relatively more important given that a
larger number of BHs is expected to have relatively smaller true
mass and live in less resolved hosting halos. Interestingly, in this
regime, our DF model performs quite well in keeping BHs at
the center of their host halos, without resorting to ad-hoc pre-
scription. The comparable performance of the two methods is
actually a non-trivial and encouraging result for our DF imple-
mentation; in fact, accurate centering of the BHs in sub-halos is
obtained as a result of an implementation of the DF correction
instead of an artificial increase of BH masses, which have the
side effect of altering the structure of the sub-halos gravitational
potential, thereby impacting on the resulting galaxy formation
process (e.g. Chen et al. 2022). Table 3 reports the percentage of
sub-halos with which each simulation contributes to the differ-
ential distribution of Fig.1. The D9 simulation provides the most
numerous population of centered sub-halos, with at least 70% of
the total distribution.

5.2. The population of wandering BHs

Another crucial aspect to consider when judging the reliability
of a DF model is its capability of preventing BHs from escaping
the host sub-halos because of two-body interactions with larger-
mass particles or during merger events. We denote the population
of these kicked-off BHs as wandering BHs. We classify a BH
as wandering whenever its distance from the closest sub-halo is
larger than twice the RHMS of the closest sub-halo.

Figure 2 shows the cumulative fraction of wandering BHs to
the total number of BHs as a function of BH mass at z = 0 in the
left panel and as a function of redshift in the right panel, for all
the considered sub-resolution models. In the left panel, for each
BH mass on the x-axis we see the cumulative fraction of wan-
dering BHs on the y-axis. We observe that, irrespective of the
method employed to keep the BH centered, the ratio of the wan-
dering BHs to the total number of BHs increases as we progres-
sively consider larger BH masses at the numerator. Each curve
extends up to the value of the mass of the most massive wander-
ing BH found in the considered simulation. The REPOS simula-
tion, in particular, exhibits the higher fraction of wandering BHs.
The percentage of wandering BHs in the simulation using the
repositioning scheme rises for massive BHs (MBH > 107M⊙).
This is somewhat surprising since massive BHs are those for
which DF should be better numerically resolved and, therefore,
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Fig. 1: Probability density distribution of the distances between
sub-halos identified by SubFind and the closest BH particle
within the RHMS of each sub-halo of Cl13, D9 regions and
Cosmobox. The rows show the results obtained at different red-
shifts: z = 3 (up), z = 1 (central) and z = 0 (bottom). The column
report the results comparing DYNFRIC and REPOS on the left, and
DYNFRIC and DYNMASS on the right side. We include a dashed-
dot line in each plot indicating the softening length of the BH as
a reference for the spatial resolution of the simulation.
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Fig. 2: Cumulative number of wandering BHs to the total number
of BHs found in the D9 region, as a function of the BH mass at
z = 0, in the left panel, and as a function of redshift for z =
3, z = 1, z = 0 in the right panel. In the left panel, no mass
threshold is adopted to select the BHs, hence all the BHs with
mass above the seeding mass are included (see Table 1). In both
panels, the simulation using the DF model, marked with a blue
line, is compared with REPOS in red and DYNMASS in green. The
wandering BHs are defined as those having a distance larger than
two times the RHMS from the closest sub-halo.
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Table 3: Percentages of sub-halos from each simulation that contribute to the distributions shown in Fig.1. For each implementa-
tion, we indicate the percentage of sub-halos for each simulation: Cl13, D9 and Cosmobox, in the left, central and right columns,
respectively. Percentages are listed for different redshifts (as in Fig.1): z = 3, z = 1, and z = 0.

REPOS DYNMASS DYNFRIC
Cl13 D9 CosmoBox Cl13 D9 CosmoBox Cl13 D9 CosmoBox

z = 3 11 82 7 12 83 5 12 83 5
z = 1 10 78 12 9 80 11 10 78 12
z = 0 13 70 17 10 75 15 10 75 15

less prone to wander outside their host galaxy. Moreover, the
repositioning mechanism predicts the highest percentage of wan-
dering BHs, substantially increasing from z = 1 to z = 0. The ori-
gin for the excess of wandering BHs in the REPOS scheme can be
ascribed both to close encounters between sub-structures and, at
decreasing redshift, to the presence of large-scale potential gra-
dients. To illustrate how these mechanisms work, we show sev-
eral wandering BHs in the two panels of Fig. 3.

Each panel of this figure shows, on the central plot, the pro-
jected stellar density around two wandering BHs, BH 2 in the
top panel, and BH 4 in the bottom panel. We also show the posi-
tion of the other BHs in the field, marking wandering BHs with
cyan crosses and the BHs centered on their host as green crosses.
Furthermore, the centers of neighboring sub-halos are denoted
by shaded white dots, with circles corresponding to the sub-halo
RHMS enclosing them. The side plots display the gravitational
potential Φ of the stars along the x-axis (on the top) and y-axis
(on the right). In the top panel of Fig.3, BH 2 wanders due to
a close encounter between two sub-halos, one having a deeper
potential well. BH 2 then migrates to the location of the most
bound neighbour particles, thus moving along the gradient of
the potential of the central sub-halo, and leaving its initial host
sub-halo. It is worth noticing that, as defined here, a BH lying
within twice the RHMS of a sub-halo can be a wander: our defi-
nition classifies as not wandering only those BHs located within
twice the RHMS of the closest sub-halo. The bottom panel of Fig.
3 shows the position at z = 0.06 of the supermassive wandering
BH 4with a mass of 1010 M⊙. Being embedded in the large scale
potential gradient of the most massive halo, depicted in the side
plots of the panel, BH 4 escaped from its original sub-halo. This
demonstrates that for the repositioning scheme implemented in
this work, even the most massive BHs can move away from their
host galaxies, thereby completely changing their gas accretion
and the ensuing release of feedback energy.

In the simulations using the DF correction and DYNMASS,
wandering BHs instead originate from two-body or even three-
body scattering. When the BH is not repositioned, the dynamics
during these events can be quite complex, and will be analyzed
in more detail in Sect. 6.

Finally, Fig. 4 displays the position of all the BHs in a pro-
jected stellar density map within 1 Mpc from the center of the
most massive halo in the D9 simulation at redshift z = 0 for
REPOS (top panel), DYNMASS (bottom left panel) and DYNFRIC
(bottom right panel). We plot BHs with crosses of different col-
ors depending on their distance ∆r from the closest sub-halo,
comparing it to the RHMS of this sub-halo. Dark-blue crosses in-
dicate BHs with ∆r < RHMS, green crosses are for RHMS ≤ ∆r <
2 × RHMS, and cyan crosses mark the wandering BHs, i.e. those
with ∆r ≥ 2 × RHMS. We also plot the circles the ten most mas-
sive sub-halos in the region, each having radius that is suitably
scaled according to the value of its RHMS. Each circle is cen-
tered on the sub-halo position and has a radius proportional to

its RHMS. The radius of the yellow circle corresponds to the ac-
tual physical value of the RHMS of the BCG. For the purpose of
readability, we adopted a different scaling for marking the size
of the other sub-halos, as indicated in the figure legend.

Figure 4 shows that the DYNFRIC simulation exhibits the less
numerous population of wandering BHs, mainly located close to
multiple BH systems. Most of the DYNMASS wandering BHs oc-
cupy the central region of the halo. However, crucial differences
arise between REPOS and the outcomes of the other simulations:
the overall population of BHs using the repositioning scheme,
significantly decreases both in the core and in the outskirt of the
halo. Most of the sub-halos, identified by stellar density peaks or
with circles for the more massive ones, lacks a central BH.

5.3. Merger events and multiple BH systems

The occurrence and timing of merger events are highly sensi-
tive to the prescription to control the BH dynamics. We observe
that the REPOS simulations facilitate mergers when two BHs ap-
proach a distance dmerg (see Table 1), making them merge on
shorter timescales than when the other prescriptions are adopted
(see Sect. 6).

Fig. 5 displays the cumulative (upper part) and the differ-
ential (lower part) distributions of the number of merger events
as a function of the redshift, for the three simulations. DYNFRIC
and DYNMASS simulations predict similar results, with DYNFRIC
showing slightly more mergers in denser regions (Cl13 and D9)
and less mergers in the CosmoBox simulation. By contrast, all the
simulations based on REPOS feature a significantly higher num-
ber of mergers, more than twice the number of mergers of both
DYNFRIC and DYNMASS in the zoom-in simulations and more
than three times in the CosmoBox simulation. Interestingly, the
density peak of mergers for the repositioning model occurs at
z ≃ 1.5 in all the simulations.

Before the merging events occur, one would expect to find
structures hosting systems of two or more BHs. However, the
increase of mergers in the repositioning scheme is not coun-
terbalanced by an increase of multiple systems, i.e. of struc-
tures containing two or more BHs. Fig. 6 shows the ratio be-
tween the number of sub-halos hosting more than one BH within
the RHMS to total number of sub-halos hosting at least one BH
for z = 3, 1, 0 in the D9 simulations. While the percentage of
sub-halos hosting multiple BHs reaches more than the 8% in
DYNFRIC (blue) and DYNMASS (green) simulation, the REPOS
shows a consistently lower percentage. The concurrence of a
larger number of mergers and the nearly absence of multiple
systems found for the REPOS simulations can be ascribed to ex-
tremely fast mergers, with multiple BHs coexisting within the
same halo only for a rather short time.

We note that the number of merger events is influenced both
by the adopted model to trace the BH dynamics and by the spe-
cific seeding prescription adopted. In principle, a higher number
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Fig. 3: Stellar density projection along the z-axis with depth of 100 kpc (top) and 300 kpc (bottom), centered on the position of a
wandering BH at redshift z = 3 (tagged as BH 2; left panel), and of a wandering BH at z = 0.06 (tagged as BH 4; right panel) in the
D9 simulation using the REPOS scheme. In both panels, the cyan crosses identify the wandering BHs, while the green crosses identify
the BHs centered in their host. We show sub-halo centers as white shaded dots, with the white circles indicating the corresponding
RHMS. On the top and on the right of each panel we show the gravitational potential Φ of all the star particles (light white dots) and
of the BHs (crosses) in the field, projected along the two orthogonal directions.
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Fig. 4: Stellar density maps along the z-axis with depth of 1 Mpc centered on the most massive halo of D9 at z = 0 in the REPOS
(top), DYNMASS (bottom left) and DYNFRIC (bottom right) simulations. The panels are all 1 Mpc on a side. In each panel, we plot
with dark-blue crosses the BHs located within the RHMS of the associated sub-halo (the same criterion adopted in Sect. 5.1). BHs
lying between RHMS and 2 rmRHMS of the closest sub-halo are indicated with green crosses, while wandering BHs (defined as
those located beyond 2RHMS of the closest sub-halo) are shown as light-blue crosses. The values of RHMS of the ten most massive
structures correspond to the radii of the circles, each centered on the position of the corresponding sub-halo. The RHMS of the BCG,
in yellow, corresponds to the physical size of the yellow circle. The legend in the upper left panel of the plot shows the scaling size
of the other sub-structures in the region, marked in white.

of merging events may be associated with a more frequent seed-
ing. This situation may arise when, following a merging event
between BHs but not between their corresponding halos, one of
the two halos remains orphan of its BH, while still matching the
seeding conditions (see Table 1). In this case, a new BH would
be seeded at the center of the orphan halo, thereby possibly con-
tributing to increase the BH-BH merger rate. To quantify how
this "seeding bias" affects the merging predictions of from each

model, we report in Table 4 the number of seeded BHs in each
simulation.

We observe that the increase in the total number of seeded
BHs in the REPOS simulations is only marginal. The absence of a
proportional rise in the number of seeding black holes despite the
increase in mergers in the REPOS simulations can be addressed
on the concurrence of two particular seeding conditions.
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Fig. 5: Cumulative and differential distributions of the number of
merger events as a function of redshift. Cl13, D9 and CosmoBox
are on the first, second and third row, respectively. The REPOS
simulation results are marked with a dash-dotted red line (with a
shaded area marking the differential distributions), the DYNFRIC
simulations with a blue solid line and the DYNMASS simulations
with a dashed green line. The curves stop at the redshift corre-
sponding to the occurrence of last merger event.

Table 4: Number of seeded BHs in each simulation for every
sub-resolution prescription adopted.

Simulation REPOS DYNFRIC DYNMASS

Cl13 206 191 184
D9 2239 2206 2169

CosmoBox 328 314 323

On the one hand, the seeding occurs exclusively within the
main halos identified by the FoF halo finder, and not within the
sub-halos identified by SubFind. On the other hand, BHs are
not seeded in FoF groups which already contain a BH particle.
Instead, the more frequent scenario in the REPOS simulations is
the merging of two BHs initially belonging to two sub-structures
contained within the same FoF halo. In this case, no further seed-
ing takes place within the sub-halo which eventually remain or-
phan of its BH.

5.4. The M∗–MBH relation

A first diagnostic to investigate how the processes of star for-
mation and galaxy evolution are intertwined with the evolution
of the population of SMBHs is to look at the relationship be-
tween SMBH masses and stellar masses of the bulges of the
host galaxies, the so-called Kormendy-Magorrian relation (Kor-
mendy et al. 1993; Magorrian et al. 1998). Figure 7 shows this
relation obtained by varying the implementation for the BH dy-
namics in all the simulations for the three initial conditions con-
sidered in our analysis. In detail, for each halo with a mass larger
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Fig. 6: The ratio between the number of sub-halos hosting more
than one BH to the total number of sub-halos hosting at least
one BH in D9 simulations. We consider DYNMASS (dashed green
line), DYNFRIC (solid blue line) and REPOS (dot-dashed red line)
at z = 3, 1, 0.

than a threshold value Mthr = 1010M⊙, we distinguish between
the central galaxy, to be identified with BCG or Brightest Group
Galaxy (BGG; marked with diamond symbols in Fig. 7), and the
satellite galaxies, which are hosted within the substructures iden-
tified by SubFind (marked with circles). For the BCGs, we cal-
culate the stellar mass of the stars belonging to the BCG/BGG.
within 70 kpc from the center, to avoid contributions from the
intra-cluster light. As for the satellite galaxies, their stellar mass
is computed by considering all the star particles that SubFind as-
signs to the substructure. For the central galaxies, we associate
the most massive BH within 70 kpc from the center of the struc-
ture. For the satellite galaxies, we link the closest BH within their
RHMS. Symbols are color-coded according to the distance be-
tween the galaxy centers and the associated BHs. For reference,
in each panel we also show the relation obtained by McConnell
& Ma (2013) and the data for BCGs and BGGs as measured by
Gaspari et al. (2019). We note in general that all the simulations
reproduce rather well the observational relation, possibly with
a slightly larger normalization. Besides proving the good cal-
ibration of the AGN feedback parameters, this agreement also
demonstrates that this scaling relation is relatively insensitive to
the details of the model adopted to account for unresolved DF
on BH dynamics.

Table 5 presents data on stellar mass, associated BH mass,
and the distance of the BH from the halo center for the most
massive halo within each simulation. The DYNFRIC simulations
predict better centered BHs compared to the DYNMASS simula-
tions.

As for Cl13, we note that the DYNFRIC, REPOS and DYNMASS
simulations all produce very similar results. In all the three cases,
the stellar mass of the BGG, and the mass of the hosted SMBHs
are quite similar at z = 0.

In the D9 region, the larger statistics of sub-halos helps to
better understand what happens in different scenarios. Still, the
DYNFRIC and the DYNMASS simulations produce comparable re-
sults, with the DYNFRIC simulation even further reducing the off-
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Fig. 7: The relationship between BH mass and stellar mass of the host galaxies for Cl13 (upper panels), D9 (central panels) and
CBox simulations (lower panels). Each column contains the results obtained with a different BH dynamics prescription: DYNFRIC
(left), DYNMASS (central), REPOS (right). The diamonds refer to the BHs associated to the main halos while circles correspond to
sub-halos belonging to halos more massive than 1010 M⊙. Diamonds and circles are color-coded according to the distance between
the sub-halo centers and the associated BHs. For comparison, we also plot observational data from Gaspari et al. (2019) with black
dots with errorbars, and the relation obtained by McConnell & Ma (2013) with a green and shaded area.

set of the most massive BHs from the center of their host galax-
ies. The results for the D9 region using REPOS are in good agree-
ment with the observational data for M∗ < 1011 M⊙. However,
this simulation predicts BHs that are more massive compared
to the other implementations, again due to excess of merging
episodes, as already discussed. We note that the BH having the
highest mass in the D9 region results from the merging between
the BH 3 and the massive wandering BH 4 in Fig. 3 that reached
the center of the BCG from z = 0.06 to z = 0.

Finally, the CosmoBox results confirm the substantial agree-
ment between our predictions and observations. The DF model
further demonstrates its increased efficiency in centering the
BHs compared to DYNMASS. Nonetheless, both simulations re-
veal three massive sub-halos with a stellar mass > 1010.5 M⊙,
whose BHs have a significant displacement. The visual repre-

sentation of these three occurrences is depicted in Fig. 8, which
shows the projection of the stellar density centered around these
pathological sub-halos. In the first row, two analogous situations
are presented: a close encounter between two substructures host-
ing BHs of different masses. The displacement obtained in Fig. 7
follows from the association of the most massive BH to the cen-
tral halo, marked in Fig.8 with a red circle. This feature, rather
than being a real off-centering of the BH, is a consequence of the
method that we adopted to associate a BH to a given structure.

The third sub-halo, shown in the bottom right panel of Fig.8,
hosts a truly off-center BH. This is the outcome of a merger
event between two substructures which took place at redshift
z = 0.19 (see bottom left panel). Since then, the BH belonging
to the merging substructure did not have the time to sink to the
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Table 5: Stellar mass (left column), associated BH mass (central
column) and its distance from the halo centers (right column) for
the most massive halo identified within each simulation.

log10(M∗/M⊙) log10(MBH/M⊙) Distance
(kpc)

Cl13
REPOS 11.28 9.13 0.03
DYNMASS 11.27 9.01 0.10
DYNFRIC 11.25 9.07 0.07
D9
REPOS 11.75 10.0 0.10
DYNMASS 11.89 9.52 0.12
DYNFRIC 11.83 9.47 0.07
CosmoBox
REPOS 11.36 9.35 1.25 × 10−3

DYNMASS 11.39 9.16 0.16
DYNFRIC 11.47 9.4 0.08
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Fig. 8: Stellar density maps along the z-axis with depth of 350
kpc (upper row) and 260 kpc (bottom row) of the massive sub-
halos having a large separation between sub-halo center and the
associated BH in the CosmoBox simulation, using the DYNFRIC
model (blue diamonds in the corresponding plot in Fig.7, for
log10(M∗/M⊙) > 10), at redshift z = 0. BHs are marked by green
crosses. Upper panels: two close encounters between structures.
The halo center is identified as a red circle. The arrows link to
the values of the BH masses (in units as specified in the label).
In both the left and right panels, the most massive BH belongs
to the off-center substructure. Bottom panels: a merger event be-
tween two substructures at redshift z = 0.19 (left panel) and the
resulting merged halo at z = 0 (right panel). The plot on the
right side captures an off-center BH while sinking toward the
halo center.

center of the merged sub-halos, hence the displacement at z = 0
between the center identified by SubFind and the BH.

Table 6: Column 1 and 2: initial true masses of the central
(mBH,cen) and satellite (mBH,sat) BHs in the events described in
Sect.6, at the initial redshifts z = 3 (for Events 1 and 2) and
z = 1.26 (for Event 3). In the Events 1 and 2, the BH masses of
both BHcen and BHsat are boosted in the DYNMASS runs. On the
other hand, we only boost the satellite BH mass in the Event 3.
Column 3: mass of the sub-halo hosting the events. Column 4:
initial distance between the two BHs.

mBH,cen
(M⊙)

mBH,sat
(M⊙)

Msub (M⊙) ∆r (kpc)

Event 1 3.23×105 3.63×105 6.96×1010 4.08
Event 2 3.60×106 7.20×105 8.11×1010 1.48
Event 3 6.39×108 2.04×106 4.50×1011 10

6. Analysis of individual events

Besides the analysis of the properties that emerge from the pop-
ulation of BHs in each simulation, we perform a detailed study
of the effect of different sub-resolution prescriptions on the dy-
namics of single BHs.

To better understand the BH dynamics, due to the different
prescriptions to follow it, we adopt the following approach. We
freeze the configuration of BHs and of their host galaxies at two
snapshots from the Cl13-DYNMASS simulation at z = 3, and
z = 1.26. Using these snapshots as initial conditions, we run
simulations using: the DYNFRIC model introduced in Sect.2.1,
the DYNMASSmethod based on boosting dynamical mass at seed-
ing (see Sect. 2.2.2), the REPOS method based on relocating the
BH on the local potential minimum (see 2.2.1), and a fourth sim-
ulation not correcting to the BH position is introduced (NOCORR
in the following). The simulations having as initial conditions
the snapshot at z = 3 evolve until z = 2, while the ones starting
at z = 1.3 reach z = 0.95. In this way, we trace the histories of
BHs that, at the beginning of the simulations have the same po-
sition, mass and velocity, and are located in substructures with
the same characteristics. Therefore, any difference between their
subsequent orbits is purely driven by the different tracing meth-
ods adopted. To ensure that the results were reproducible and
marginally affected by the possible chaotic nature of a simula-
tion, we carried out each of them twice, obtaining results which
show marginal differences in the timings, while leaving the gen-
eral results qualitatively unchanged. In particular, our analysis
focuses on the evolution of binary BH systems, typically charac-
terized by a massive BH located at the centre of a substructure,
indicated as BHcen, and a second displaced BH, the "satellite", la-
belled as BHsat. We focus in the following on three events which
represent three very different values of the central-to-satellite
mass ratio between the BHs, fm = mBH,cen/mBH,sat; they are la-
belled as Event 1, Event 2 and Event 3 in the following. Event 1
consists of a binary system of two BHs initially displaced by 4
kpc from each other. The initial BH mass ratio is fm = 1.1, and
both the BHs have a mass smaller than mDM (see Table 6). For
that reason, both masses are boosted in the DYNMASS simulation.
Event 2 involves a binary system of two BHs, initially at a dis-
tance of 1.5 kpc, with a higher mass ratio ( fm = 50) compared to
Event 1, but at the same redshift. Still, the two masses are both
increased in the DYNMASS run. Event 3 consists of a binary sys-
tem of two BHs initially separated by 10 kpc at z = 1.26. The
BHs have a large mass ratio fm = 313. This time, only BHsat,
whose mass is less than mDM, undergoes the dynamical mass
correction in the DYNMASS simulation.
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Fig. 9: Stellar density map along the z-axis with depth of 10 kpc in the top and central row and 70 kpc in the bottom row, centered
on the central BH (BHcen) of Event 1 in the top row, Event 2 in the central row and Event 3 in the bottom row. The maps refer to the
final redshift at which each event is followed. In each panel, the line is the path of the satellite BH (BHsat) involved in the merger
event, color-coded according to the redshift. The crosses indicate the last position of the satellite BH before either the merging event
or the end of the simulations (see Sect. 6). The columns display the BH evolution using different sub-resolution prescriptions, from
the left: using DF (first column), using a boosted dynamical mass (second), adopting the repositioning scheme (third) and finally
without any correction for BH dynamics (fourth).

The characteristics of these three events are summarized in
Table 6. Figure 4 provides a graphical representation of the stel-
lar density map at the redshift marking the conclusion of the
simulation or the BH merger, whichever occurs first. The figure
also includes the trajectory of the BHsat, color-coded according
to redshift, within the substructure hosting that event. Each row
displays a single event, and results from the DYNFRIC, DYNMASS,
REPOS and NOCORR simulations are presented from left to right
in each column.

Figure 10 displays on the left column, for the different events
in each row, the distance between BHcen and BHsat, namely ∆r,
during the event. The dashed green line, the solid blue line, the
dash-dotted red line and the short-dashed orange line indicate
the DYNMASS, DYNFRIC, REPOS and NOCORR runs, respectively.
The horizontal grey solid line represents the distance threshold
which is necessary for the merger event dmerg to happen (see
Table 1). The right side of Fig.10 focuses on the results of the

DYNFRIC runs. In particular, we plot ∆r in the top panel, and
the ratio between the DF force and the gravitational force (in-
cluding the contribution of the DF correction), both for BHcen
(light-blue) and BHsat (light green) in the bottom panel. In the
following subsections, we will study each event separately.

6.1. Event 1

Looking at the upper row of Fig. 10, the simulation adopting the
DYNFRIC model exhibits oscillations with gradually decreasing
amplitude and gently drives the two BHs toward the merger. In
the DYNMASS simulation, instead, the distance between the BHs
exhibits persistent oscillations, which do not decrease in am-
plitude. Rather than driving the BHs to form a close pair, the
enhanced dynamical mass intensifies their mutual gravitational
attraction, causing collisions resulting in sustained relative dis-
tance fluctuations. The simulation that does not employ any cor-
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Fig. 10: Left column: evolution of the distance between the central and the satellite BH in Event 1 (top), Event 2 (central), Event
3 (bottom). The dashed green line displays the evolution using the dynamical mass scheme (DYNMASS), the blue solid line is for
the DF scheme (DYNFRIC), the dash-dotted red line for the repositioning (REPOS), and the densely dashed orange line is for the
case without any sub-resolution prescription (NOCORR). The horizontal grey solid line represents the distance threshold which is
necessary for the merger event dmerg to happen. Right column: evolution of the distance between the BHs for the DYNFRIC case (top
panel) and ratio between the DF and gravitational forces during each event.

rection shows, after an initial gradual decrease of the distance, a
second phase during which the two BHs keep oscillating with re-
spect to each other, with a nearly constant amplitude. The merger
between the two BHs, which occurs right after z ∼ 2.5, is pre-
ceded by a sudden decrease in distance. The inset in the upper
right side zooms on the results of the REPOS simulation. We ob-
serve a merger event occurring very rapidly, with the distance
between the two BHs decreasing through discrete "jumps" as
large as almost 1 kpc.

The figure shows that the two BHs can be closer than dmerg,
yet without merging. We remind that, this represents a neces-
sary, but not sufficient condition for the merger to happen. In-
deed, merging requires the BHs to fulfill all the conditions listed
in Table 1. Whenever they are closer than dmerg, they merge if
the gravitational binding criterion is also satisfied. From the vi-
sual representation of Fig.9 we can infer that DYNFRIC, DYNMASS

and NOCORR show similar paths for BHsat until it first crosses the
denser region of the sub-halo. Then, DYNFRIC and NOCORR simu-
lations bound BHsat in the core of the host. Besides, DYNMASS re-
produces constant oscillation at rather fixed apocentric distances.
On the other hand, the path of BHsat in the REPOS simulation is
discontinuous and short compared to the other: through succes-
sive repositioning steps, the BH drops at the center of the sub-
halo. The right panel of the plot highlights the features arising
from the application of the DF correction in the DYNFRICmodel.
In this case, the DF force responds to a local increase of stellar
density. The ratio between the gravitational and the DF forces os-
cillates for both BHs with oscillation of comparable amplitude,
indicating that they are orbiting around a central denser zone.
Indeed, looking at the upper row of Fig. 9 we observe that the
final merger will take place in the central, denser region on the
substructure.
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6.2. Event 2

The second rows of Fig. 9 and of Fig.10 show the evolution of
the distances during the Event 2. Again, throughout the event,
REPOS and DYNFRIC lead to immediate and gradual BH coales-
cences of the BHs, respectively. DYNMASS and NOCORR do not
produce any merger, thus leaving BHsat swing around the cen-
tral one. Thus, neither an ad-hoc increase of the BH mass nor
the N-body gravity solver without any correction is sufficient to
dump the oscillations of the smaller BH. Furthermore, the visual
representation in Fig.9 demonstrate that DYNFRIC, DYNMASS and
NOCORR simulations all produce an initial tilt of the orbit of BHsat
in the direction of the elongated denser region of the sub-halo.
Then, in the DYNFRIC simulation, the contribution of DF leads
the BH toward the center. The right panel in Fig.10 illustrates the
FDF/Fgrav trend, showing that for this Event 2 the peaks of the
contribution of the DF on BHsat usually take place in correspon-
dence of the minimum distance between the two BHs: as BHsat
approaches BHcen, it crosses the central region where the den-
sity of stellar particles is higher, thus leading to an increase of
the DF acting on it. On the other hand, the DF acting on BHcen is
relatively stronger during all the duration of the event, consistent
with the the more central position that it occupies.

6.3. Event 3

Finally, the bottom rows of Fig. 9 and of Fig. 10 show the evolu-
tion during the Event 3. In this case, at the lower redshift reached
by restarting the simulations at z = 1.26 to z = 0.96, the mass
of BHcen is more than 300 times higher than that of BHsat. The
latter is initially revolving around the central BH with large os-
cillations of approximately 30 kpc in amplitude. Once again,
REPOS allows the two BHs, initially displaced by 10 kpc, to
merge nearly instantaneously, with a "long-range teleporting" of
BHsat from the outskirt to the center of the substructure, reported
in the top-right inset in the bottom left panel of Fig. 9. Numeri-
cal details of the repositioning scheme can affect the amplitude
of the jump: its size could be smaller should different or addi-
tional constraints be taken into account (e.g. Ragone-Figueroa
et al. 2018, as also discussed in Sect. 2.2.1).

Distance oscillation in DYNFRIC, DYNMASS, and NOCORR
nearly coincide with each other. However, while DYNFRIC and
NOCORR enable the merger to occur after a short time, this does
not happen for DYNMASS. The reason for this lies in the different
ways in which these simulations match the merging conditions:
the distance threshold criterion is satisfied by all three simula-
tions, but the gravitational binding criterion remains unsatisfied
for the DYNMASS simulation. BHsat, having its dynamical mass
boosted, keeps revolving around BHcen performing wide oscil-
lations of 30 kpc in amplitude. In any case, the similarity of the
oscillations described by DYNFRIC and NOCORR suggests that the
DF correction in the former should be subdominant in this case.
The orbits of BHsat further demonstrate that DYNFRIC, DYNMASS
and NOCORR produce almost identical results until z ≃ 1.1. In
the DYNMASS simulation, the subsequent oscillations of the BH
seem to be results of "kicks" that BHsat receives while crossing
the denser core of the sub-halo. In the right panel, we note that
Fdf/Fgrav for BHsat oscillates in phase with the distance between
the BHs. We verified that this feature is driven by wide oscilla-
tions of the gravitational force, that increases when approaching
the galactic core where BHcen resides. Furthermore, the value of
Fdf/Fgrav for BHcen is significantly higher than for BHsat. This
happens both because of the higher mass of the central BH and

due to the strong DF correction due to the concentration of stellar
particles in the central sub-halo region.

In summary, these three events highlight the importance of
adding a correction to the gravitational force onto BHs con-
tributed by the unresolved DF, as demonstrated by Sect. 6.2.
Furthermore, the description of such examples of merging events
also reveals the significant limitations in correctly describing the
dynamics of a system of two BHs of both the REPOS (in the
worst-case scenario considered here) and the DYNMASS schemes.
Indeed, our simulations based on REPOS generate "jumps" of the
BHs, while DYNMASS, by artificially boosting the BH mass, pro-
duces two-body scattering effects, preventing the formation of a
bound system.

7. Conclusions

We introduced a novel approach to partially correct for the effect
of unresolved dynamical friction (DF) on the orbits of black hole
(BH) particles in cosmological hydrodynamical simulations. We
implemented it in the OpenGadget3 code. The main motivation
for this study is to introduce a more physically motivated method
to prevent BH particles in simulations to spuriously leave the
host galaxies, as a result of finite numerical resolution, and to im-
prove the description of BH-BH mergers. This DF correction has
been extensively tested both in zoom-in and fully-cosmological
simulations. Specifically, we ran two zoom-in simulations, one
for a group-sized and another for a cluster-sized halo, and a cos-
mological volume having a box size of 16 cMpc3.

We assessed the new model’s performance for unresolved
DF by carrying out each simulation with other prescriptions for
the BH dynamics: the repositioning scheme and the adoption of
a large dynamical mass to reinforce the unresolved DF contri-
bution. To sort out the effect of variations in the prescription for
BHs dynamics, all simulations were run with identical resolution
and sub-resolution physics.

We summarize here below the main conclusions of our anal-
ysis.

– Offset: The simulations using the continuous repositioning
of BH particles on the local potential minimum (REPOS
scheme) exhibit the smallest offset between BHs and host
sub-halo centers. Our model to correct unresolved DF
(DYNFRIC scheme) provides an accurate centering, even out-
performing at z < 1 the scheme based on boosting the dy-
namical mass of BH particles at seeding (DYNMASS scheme).
See Sect.5.1 and Fig.1.

– Wandering BHs: The DYNFRIC simulations produce the
smallest population of wandering BHs, which are predom-
inantly found in multiple BH systems. The REPOS prescrip-
tion features the most numerous and massive set of wander-
ing BHs, as close encounters between galaxies and large-
scale potential environments favour the spurious reposition-
ing of BHs outside their host sub-halos. See Sect.5.2, Fig.2,
Fig.3 and Fig.4.

– Mergers: The overestimate of merger events in the REPOS
simulations in denser environment leads to an excess of
galaxies deprived of the central BH, an effect that is more
pronounced in the denser environment of a massive galaxy
cluster. See Sect. 3.2.3, Fig. 5 and Fig. 4.

– M* −MBH relation: The good agreement with the observa-
tional data in reproducing the observed M∗ − MBH scaling
relation in all the simulations demonstrates a relative insensi-
tivity of this diagnostic to the particular prescription adopted,
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while it is sensitive to the choice of the parameters regulat-
ing BH accretions and the ensuing AGN feedback efficiency.
See Sect. 5.4 and Fig. 7.

To delve deeper in the details of how different prescriptions
affect the orbits of BH particles, we focused on specific events
of BH-BH interactions. To disentangle the possible diversity
in the substructure evolution between different simulations, we
restarted the simulations from two snapshots of the group-sized
halo at z = 3 and at z = 1.26 to explore how BHs respond to
different methodologies governing their dynamics in the same
environment. In this analysis, we also carried out simulations
without any sub-resolution prescription to correct the orbits of
BH particles. The results of this further analysis, introduced in
Sect. 6, Fig. 9 and Fig. 10, are summarized here below.

– DF: Our novel model to correct DF predicts dumped orbits
of the satellite BHs, which gradually approach the center of
a host galaxy, thus gently driving to the formation of a close
BH-BH pair.

– Dynamical mass: The large BH dynamical masses in the
DYNMASS scheme can lead to spuriously strong interactions
between BHs, which could delay or even prevent merging
events. In fact, such interactions eventually inhibit the BHs
from satisfying the gravitational boundedness criteria for
merging. The overall results in terms of correct description
of orbit decay in BH pairs can be worse than those obtained
without any prescription to correct BH dynamics for unre-
solved DF.

– Repositioning: Our implementation of the REPOS method
allows for extremely rapid mergers, preceded by large and
sudden movements of the satellite BH, that promptly reaches
the central region of the sub-halo with few "jumps", that can
eventually span several kpcs.

In summary, an extensive analysis of the BH population aris-
ing in different simulations demonstrates that our novel imple-
mentation of the correction for unresolved DF force acting on
BH particles introduced in this paper, provides a robust and reli-
able description of the DF exerted on BHs by their surroundings.
This model reaches at least the same performances of other ad-
hoc numerical prescriptions in terms of centering BH in their
host halos, while sensibly reducing the population of wandering
BHs, and overcoming the limitations of such prescription in the
description of BH-BH merger events. Thanks to the recent work
by Sala et al. (2023), the OpenGadget3 code is now equipped
with a spin-evolution model that coupled to the DF correction
can rely on a more precise description of BH dynamics. Also,
the introduction of a DF model is crucial for further investiga-
tions on the BH merger rates from cosmological hydrodynamical
simulations (e.g. DeGraf et al. 2024), serving as a powerful tool
to fully exploit the new window offered by gravitational wave
astrophysics.
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